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A false balance is
an abomination to the LORD
Proverbs 11: 1

~OREWORD
If you have read my booklet "The Forbidden Truth" you
would be aware of the worldwide assault on our culture.
It
should clear by now that world powers such as the British
Empire were broken down in favour of a U.N. empire by the
founders of the U.N.
Had the British Empire stayed strong
we would see a strong world-might in competition with the
U.N., indeed, that former ricke is now swallowed up by the
U.N.
It is also clear to those who study the U.N., The One
World Government and its links with modern (Babylonian) banking houses, the assault is well planned to weaKen the true
Christian might and the carriers of the true faith.
The lands carryin,\l this faith together were once called
"United Christendom, today we speaK of "the West."
These
lands are of Anglo-Saxon Celtic and Scandinavian origin, but
within a generation (as foretold in the Bible) they would forget their God who brought them out of Egypt. And no longer
IS Christendom united
in fact no longer is there a wide scale
true Christendom.
"the Forbidden Truth" outlines the. fordoing process that took part.

Luckily, though, the Lord is raising men to fight the tide,
brave Christian Patriots, exposing the plotters and uncovering
our past. hidden and ford one by fhese evil schemers.
But has our world Slipped too far back into the new dark
age?
Certainly there is so very much to bring to light, even
Hie most subtle of matters we take for grantea, as the norm
may not be so normal at all.
To gain total control, all opposition must be wiped out, even
a small funk can ignite into a bush fire.
Equally the same
applies to have pure goodness, everything evil must be wiped
out, not an ounce of bad must be tolerated alongside a ton of
good.
Otherwise the good is slightlx bad!
So total control
means not 10%, nor 50%, not even 98 Vo control, it means 100%;
the whole hog.
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So crushing the British Empire is not enough. the religion
of these folK had to be changed into sometliing other fhan
Christianity.
Based on the law of double talk this new religion by the W.C.C. can still be called Christianity.
It is also
clear to Christian patriots that our racial ties with our forefathers in old Israel. had to be fordone.
This is done through
several processes; wars to reduce our numbers thereby slaughtering the prime of our male stock.
To encourage the prime
of our women stock to go into "glamour professions" such as
modelling. acting and T.II.;
seeing to it they don't wish children to wreck tneir career or figures.
Those who. despite this or contraception. still fall pregnant
are encouraged to have abortions.
The last step of course is
to breed us out of existence by encouraging a multi-racial
society (wrongly named multi-cultural).
But as long as our culture stays strong. Christian Patriots
will rise.
Therefore the very nature of our culture must also
be wiped out.
What outlines our culture can be broken into
several groups.
Together they form what makes us stand
apart from others.
As true Christians we are instructed to
stand out. to be a lamp to the world.
If everything we have
that makes us different. be apart. is neutralised to one worldwide standard. we then no longer stand out. We then become
part of the world Babylonian system.
Already this process is nearing completion and our lands are
not too unlike non-Christian lands.
This booklet deals with
three cultural aspects which together make up a large part of
our way of life. These are a large part of us and what makes
us stand out.
There are other aspects such as the system in
which we mete things • i.e .• imperial verses metric. but much
of this is known to Christian Patriots.
What is often overlooked is our Architecture (building style). our art and our
tongue.

A PURE TONGUE, IS IT

ENGLISH?
A PURE TONGUE
"For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that
they may all call upon the name of the LORD, to serve him
with one consent." (Zephaniah 3:9)
In that prophecy we see that the LORD will turn his folk. to
a pure tongue which will be spoken by all.
For some lime
there has oeen speculation as to what this tongue may be.
I
cannot say what it will be, other than that if will 5e pure.
In other words unadulterated, mixed or polluted.
Some say it
may be Hebrew, but this point is rejected with the following
reasoning;
if Hebrew is to be that tongue, then why is It
that despite an all out attempt by the Jewish Israeli government to teach its nation Hebrew, the success rate is so very
pqor?
They thus conclude that God is showing something by
thiS example.
Another school of thought is that as English is so widespread, and that in almost al1 non-English speaking lands the second tongue is English, surely English would be that pure Iongue.
If is indeee true that no other tongue can claim the
popularity that English can, in spite of all the efforts by the
U. N. ana other institutions throughout modern history to put
some other tongue in the forefront besides English.
The
Roman Catholic church had at one point all but wiped out
English had it not been for the "common" folk who tned hard
to Keep it alive.
When at last English as a tongue began to
gain recognition, the ruling bodies made Frencti the official
tongue for Britain. Both these ages had a strong influence on
English, infiltrating the tongue with more ana more latin
words.
So many Latin (ana that includes therefore Frenchl
words came into English that the tongue really became a dua
language.
That is to say, for almost every Anglo Saxon word,
there is a latin word in use.
5

A more recent attempt was made to oust English by the socalled learned world.
Top banking families who were heavily
involved (and who still are) in masterminding a new world
Utopia (based on everything unchristian) realised the need for
a new world language. Just as mighty nations and their rickes
stood in the way of a one world government (simply because
such nations would never dream of handing over their might
to a bunch of jumped-up bankers) they hao to be weakened
even crushed.
Part of that crushing programme also involves
cultural neutralization.
In other words, bringing individual
cultures to one level into a world cultural melting pot.
Therefore English had to be replaced by a melting pot tongue
that favoured Latin.
It is interesting to see how again history repeats itself.
When Roman Latin failed;
a watered
down version, 'French,' was brought in;
when this failed another form, a strange hybrid Latin is then brought in.
What is this hybrid Latin? Esperanto!
The offspring of the very same folk who infiltrated Catholicism and Engfish ruling bodies were at it again.
In Holland
they say "Onkruid vergaat nooit," loosely translated, weeds
keep' rearing their ugly heads.
One such weed, the banking
family the Rothschilds.
Such families gave the full support
(and no doubt backing) to a Polish/Russian Jew called Ludovic
lazarus Zamenhof, to think up a tongue for this Utopia.
It
was published in 1887 and used by the Univerala Esperanto
Asocio which itself was founded in 1908, with its headquarters
in Rotterdam, Holland .
. In all, this group has members in 85 lands.
In 1954 the
General Conference of the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) acknowledged "the
results attained by Esperanto in the field of international intellectual relations in the rapprochement of the peoples of the
world.
1F

Yet in spite of all this pressure, English stays the number
one world tongue.
It is little wonder that Christian Patriots
are claiming English to be God's choice. BUT! English is far
from pure.
As pointed out earlier, English has been adulterated. polluted (some wrongly say enriched) with words from other tongues, In particular from Latin.
As English is almost an all up
dual tongue, by carefully choosing our words, we can in fact
speak pure Latin and .not English at all!
So if the one worlders 'play their cards right we can still end up speaking Latin.
A simple way to do this is to teach children the [atinnlte
versions at school, also have the media use these as well.
How many of you, Christian Patriots, who feel English is
God's will, are gUilty of using words such as "expensive, suffiCient, voyage, compare?"
When to be consistent with your
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claims, you really ought to be saying "dear, enough, seafare,
liken."
Can you see how far the One Worlders have gone?
However knowledgeable patriots are on Bible prophecy, the
O.W.'s still seem 10 have one over us.
hear many say that English and French (Latin) are
same or that English. comes from Latin.
Nothing
from the twth . . They are like opposite poles,
water.
.

So
may be

rool of ihe Latin family and the Germanic family
same but that is as far as the relalionship goes.

OLD INDIAN
pitar
bhratar
admi
dvau

LATIN
ppter
frater
edere
duo

OLD IRISH
athir
brathir
adana
dau

GOTHIC
fadar
brothar
ltan
twai

DUTCH
vader
broeder
eten
twee

ENGLISH
father
brother
eating
two

LATIN
SPANISH
GOTHIC
DUTCH
ENGLISH

trabs
traba
thaurp
dorp
thorp

duo
duo.
twat
twee
two

OLD NORSE
fadir
brodir
eta
tveir

granum
grano
kaurn
koren
corn

To suggest English comes from Latin would be like saying,
your brother (or your sister) are your offspring.
Only your
parents are your common link but you both can go your own
ways and end up completely different, even at oads;
if not
opposites.
Often the links tietween the two groups are in fact
speculative and no firm agreement has ever been reached on
the links between Germanic and Latin.
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If anything, Germanic would be nearer to its root form,
than Latin would be.
The Germanic family of tongues has
only in modern history undergone great changes by means of
importing foreign woras.
As a rule, the only cflanges that
took place before the past few centuries, were changes in
spelling and pronounciation of existing words.
Whereas Latin
underwent great changes before and during the birth of
Christ.
In the African territories of the Roman Ricke, the
Latin had so changed that those Latins in Italy could no
longer understand their African fellow Romans. The Latin used
at the start of the Roman ricke in the 3rd century B.C. was
very different to that spoken when it fell some 6 hundred
years later.
Outside influences and word importation plus a
whole host of factors changed the Old Latin.
Therefore
Germanic links with original Latin may have been more
realistic, in much the same way English and true French
would be almost the same.
Today's French is not the French
of the Franks.
The Franks were a Gothic tribe and spoke a
form of German.
(The Name Frankfurt is an interesting clue,
anglicised it would be 'Frankford' meaning a 'water crossing
for the Franks').
The words 'French' and 'France' are taken
from 'Frank' and thus one would conclude that French would
be a Germanic tongue.
But because the Franks lost their
Germanic tongue to Latin, we now have a "double talk" term.
So when we say French we suggest Germanic but in reality we
mean Latin!
It seems English is heading the same way and
the word "English" is becoming a "double talk" term, a
polluted tongue and not at all the tongue the Bible calls a
pure tongue.
I believe English will be God's chosen tongue, but not in its
present form.
Long before Christ, the Germanic dialects gained their
characteristic features.
Among these characteristics" the
placing of word stress on the first letter groups.
By 40u A.D.
three main dialect groups came out of the Germanic branch:

1.

The East Germanic dialects, all of which
spoken, Gothic, Vandalic and Burgundian.

2.

The North Germanic dialects, from which came the Scandinavian tongues, Norwegian, Icelandic, Swedish and Danish.

3.

The West Germanic dialects from whence comes the two
very loose dialects English and Friesian; the Dutch dialects
(from which in turn comes Afrikaans);
the Low German
ones anrl the High German dialects.
Modern standard
German came from High German, although Low German has
more in common to English. Dutch, like English, is similar
to
Low German
(spoken
north
of the
line AachenFrankfurt a.d. Oder\.
Low German did not take in the
High German sound shift and therefore has kept more of
the tongues' original features.
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Those readers who know of our semitic origins, realise that
both the Celtic and Germanic tribes stem from the Israelites
(see the "Forbidden Truth").
It is common knowledge for historians that the word Goth
comes from Gutthiuda or Guta.-Thiuda, which means "Great
God"s Troops."
Before their drive to Europe, after settling in
the Baltic region they were forced to dwell between the Caspian Sea and the Tigres River.
These folk were Hebrews, Israelites banished by the Assyrians around 700BC.
This took
place some 300-400 years before the Roman Ricke and thus
well before Latin had any impact on the world.
Their only
contacts with Rome began to take place around 300AD when
they began to settle in Western Europe.
.
It wasn't till many centuries later that Latin words began
integrating into Germanic in earnest.
Certainly around the
300 AD, Germanic was almost in its pure form.
Judging by
such clues as the ancient title given to the earliest Germanics,
"Guta-Thiuda", the Germanic dialect features were being founded in old Assyria.
As stated above Guta- Thiuda means Great God's Troops;
Guta the root form for "God" (Ger. gall; Goth guth; Dutch.
god).
Both Hebrew and Germanic are Indo-European tongues,
thus linked).
By the above example the link IS very close
indeed.
One could almost say Gothic (or Germanic) is a form
of Hebrew.
Closely linked is Celtic or Gaelic.
From Assyrian
frontier post reports (in the form of clay tables) we learn
they calred the Israelites "Gimira."
The first archaeological
proof of Assyrian contacts with the Israelites are inscribed on
the "Black Obelisk."
It carries records of Shalmaneser III and
shows the Israelite King Jehu bringing tribute to the Assyrian
King.
Written above tlie illustration, fhe words: "This is Jehu
(lava), the son of Khumri (omri)."
Omri was spoken in Hebrew with a guttural "gh" or "kh' sound at the beginning of the
name and thus Omn was pronounced "ghomri," which became
"khumri" in Assyrian. The khumri known also as "Gimira" and
later "cymri" settled in many parts of Europe.
There are
many places today that still carry their name in the form of
khumri;ie "cymru" for Wales in Briton and Crimea on the
north side of the Black Sea.
In the 17th C., a French man by the name of Busbecu fared
to Crimea.
There he noted that the thought to be extinct
East Germanic tongue, Gothic, was alive ana well.
Although
today the tongue is no longer spoken.
It is however interesting to note lhat not only did that old dialect survive into
modern history, it was spoken by a group of folk called after
Khumri. Again a link between Germanic and Hebrew. Today's
Latin is much further removed from Hebrew than the Germanic language group, it can be concluded that on the prin-
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ciple that English (being a Germanic dialect and an offshoot
of Hebrew) coupled with its unbeatable world popularity, could
indeed be the tongue that will be spoken in the Kingdom.
But
like all aspects of life in the Kingdom, the tares will be taken
away amongst the wheat.
A purifYing step therefore.
In
other words, all polluting influences will be taken out of English, this means words such as "expensive, compare, village"
will no longer be used.
Christians are being told to be aware
of adulterations to Christian life and thus steer clear from
these bad influences.
Yet they carry on being blind to the
words they choose.
The word list further on will help you
with word awareness.
You may ask what harm can these French (Latin) and Greek
influences do?
Well already I have outlined the evil side of
adulteration as God wants a pure standard, but there is also a
practical side.
For this we must understand the basis of our
word spelling rules, which are based on 'Economy'.
A long
sounding vowel is written by a double symbol in a closed syllable_such as in "street or fleet".
Logically "skate, mate, mute
or kite" can on this ground be written as "skaat, maat, muut,
kiii."
A single symbol in an open syllable also makes a long
sounding vowel as in "rate, baker."
This is because the first
vowel IS followed by only one consonant and yet another
vowel.
The 2nd vowel inHuences the foregoing one making it
a long sound (in other words the first vowel says its name).
To stop the 2nd vowel from influencing the first one, the
consonant is doubled, as in"latter and betfer."
Thus the vowel
v
makes a short sound. With all Germanic words, this is a spelling rule.
Thus "spljlling."
To drop one 'I' would make spa.
ling: and "mle
to drop the 'e' would make it 'I~I with a short
sound "u."
ake a look at the consistency of thiS rule with
Germanic English words, behav..ll.; beg; b~ggar; begin; c,,~b,
cr'mlk; ci"1rne; *1l'v~rbridge; gth~rwlse. v The rot sets in when
words of non Germanic tongues are put into English because
these laws do not apply to them and thus inconsistence in
!1pelling takes place, i.e. "et cetera" or "finish." We say using
Germanic law ",e!. c4)tterra" and "f.i,nnish" yet we write "et ca::
ta. rll::" and "fi:'. rt~sh".
The principles of rong or short sounding vowels influenced by their location and consonants does
not apply in Latin.
Even the word Latin is wrong for Germanic law.
We say 'Lattin' but write "La. tin".
Thus the
easy-ta-spell uniformity of English is gone and now we have
one of the hardest to lean tongues in lhe world.
Once it was
the easiest.
¥

t

"

It behooves us to look very closely at our word choice if
we wish our offspring to speak English and not a watered
down Latin posing for English.
All Christians should know by
now that imposters abouna us; light is swapped for darkness,
truth for lies, English for Latin.
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In the 16th and 17th C. a time of purism played a role in
shaping standard Dutch.
This meant that home grown words
were Drought in rather than making use of imports.
Simon
Stevin (11,48-1620) enriched Dutch with the following:
for
'polygon he made 'veelhoek' (veel = multi, hoek = hook or
angre) for triangle 'driehoek' (three hook), for diameter 'middenyn' (middle line), for subtract 'aftrekken' (trek off) for
fraction 'breuk" (break) lor denominator 'noemer' (namer).
This clever use of home grown word forming appealed at once
to the folks' imagination.
This process also took place in
German and no doubt will take place in Enqlish when words
such as 'submarine' could be replaced with underseaboat' or
'station' with 'rail-home'l 'calculator' with 'reckoner',
'criminal' with missdeeder', peaceful' with 'frithsome', 'semi ,Precious' with 'hallethel' or 'hemisphere' with 'hallball',
city
centre' with 'middelstead' and so lorth.
We will also have to look at our 'pre' and 'suffixes', 'pre'
would be 'lore'; 'in' would be 'un'; 'tion' would be 'ing' and
much more.
We will also have to stop lordoing work beinq carried out
by our brothers in America who carry on using thru' due to
lack 01 knowledge.
The 'gh' at the end 01 many English words such as; tight,
light, through and borough, also the 'k' lound inlront of
words such as; knee, knoD, knot, knit, know and so forth are
often dropped in speech, in America we now even see this in
writing.
It is a great misdeed to think the letters are 'still'
(silent) and thus make no sound. Just because most folk don't
speak the letters does not make it right.
In parts of Scotland
the letters are indeed spoken and in the Dutch and German
word equivalents these letters are also spoken. So I beseech
all Christian Patriots to stay steadfast and not to give into
modern trends.
The following list is one I recommend all Anglo Saxons to
study, it is only a small list 01 words under threat of falling
into total disuse, as so many already have, this crumbling
trend must be halted and can be with your die-hard help to
cleave to what is ours, the chances are you mainly use the
words on the far right column. If so you are not speaking
English. As stated above, already so much has been lost. For
matter of interest I have included some 01 my own 'homegrown' English to outmode the current impostors.
01 course my
homegrown efforts are not official, but a funk (spark) must
light up somewhere, all ideas have a humble beginning.
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TRUE ENGlI SH

OLD ENGLISH

DUTCH

and so forth

and so forit

en zo voort

being

beoning

begin
bid
bloom
breakable

begin
biddan
bloom

begin

breecbare

breekbaar

burgess

burger

burger

bidden
bloem

~go through! or through go as in Dutch 'door
cleof
kleef
cleave
cookie
root word coc koekie
deore
dear
duur
dear
deer
dier

folk or man

fordo
foreby

dale
endelich
genog
aethel

dal
eindelyk

fare

fare & wel
feoh
feond
folc
fardon

forebi

hale
based on heald

~I

continue

klebe

to adhere (to gl ue)

kuche
thever

biscuit

thier

expensive
animal

bon voyage

vyand

volk
verdoen
voorby

voorword
vryheid

heard

brechlich
citizens
burger

fahrwohl

vee

foreword
freodom

hard
(hardship)
haul/
haulage
holds/
holding/
holder

flower

fragi le

vaarwel

foreword
freedom
frith
geld
ghost

based on grene
based on grene

pray

bitten
blume
zer-

vaar

genoeg

adel

voorgaande

grass
great
greenery
greens

exi stence

commence

vall ey
finally

foregan

geld
gast
graes
great

et cetera
creature/

thal
endl ich
genug
adel
fahr

forego

fii ret

FAKE ENGLISH

from root
bin

"carry on" or

dale
endly
enough
ethel
fare
(seafare)
farewell
fee
fiend

GERMAN

vrede

geld
geest
gras

groot
groen
groente

hard
haal

i nhoud/houden
houder

suff; cient
nobel or preciou s
trave 1 or voyage

vieh

cattle

fiend
volk

enemy

verthun

people
destroy

vorbei

past/passed

vOf-gehen
vorwort

previous
i ntroduct i on

frei he; t

1iberty

friede

peace

geld

geist
gras
gross
grun
gemuse

hart
(difficulty)

money
spirit

herb
grand

vegetation

vegetables
di fficult
transport

contai nsl
container

I
ic
ik
i ch
kingly
cyninglich
koni klyk
koniglich royal
cniht
servant
knight
knecht
knecht
(for 'freedom'lin Dutch, vryheid:"heid". -hood [in English]
I laest
I 1aatste
I 1etzte
I fi na 1
1ast
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TRUE ENGLISH

i OLD ENGLISH

I 1ican
based on 1ud
I
mateshipry* based on mate
mete
I mete
mightlike* based on maeg
middle
middel
middlestead* middel &stede
1i ken
loudness

I

misdeed*
openbare*

openbaring*
outlander

overwin*

overwinner*

reckon

see through

shape
shears

verge-lyken
luid
[geluid]
maatschappy
meet
mogelyk
middel
middelstad
[Afr]

based on deed
m; sdaad
open &bare [bar openbaar
as a form of "able']
utlander
oferwi n
oferwinner
recen
seon aurh

sceap

schaar

sheen

scene

sheenhood*
shudder
sight/
outsight
stead
still /
sti 11 ness
strand

scenehad

schoonheid

scudder

schudden

schoon

si ht/
utsiht
stede
sti 11e

ge-l ei chen ~ compare
laut
volume
[1 autheit]
soci ety

mess
moglich

measure

possible
mittel
centre
mittelstadt city center
""" tat
offenbar

crime
reveal

revelation

openbaring

[b] uiten 1ander
Qverwin
overwinnaar
reken
[door zien]
doorzichtig/
schep

scaer

FAKE ENGLISH

DUTCH

uitzicht

auslander foreigner
uberwin
conquer
uberwinner conquerer
calculate
rechen
[durch sie] transparent/
durchsichtig translucent
schaff
create
scissors
scher
schon
beautiful
schonheit a beauty (person)
schaudern vibrate[tion]
view
auss i cht

stad
sti 1

stadt
sti 11

city
silent/silence

strand

strand

strand

sweat

swat

zweet

tell
thorp
tongue
underfang
way-in

tell
dorp
tunge
un<ierfang
weg in

scheiss/
sweet
zahl
dorf
zunge
unterfang

beach[though "beach'
is English]
persiration

way-out

weg ut

workgiver*

weorc gi efer

worknirrmer*

weorc nirrmer

worth
yearly

weorit
gearl ichs'

salve
year hundred

gear+hundred

seal!

Words marked with an

~*I

tel
dorp
tong
ontvang
[weg in]
i ngang
[weg uit]
uitgang
werkgever

ingang

exit

ausgang
[werk]
+geber
werknemer
[werk)
+nehmer
wert
waard
jaarlyks
jahrl i che
[j makes "y' sound]
zalf

jaar +honderd

count
vi 11 age
language
recieve
entrance

t sal be
,jahrhundert

employer
employee
value
annual

I

ointment
century

are made by using the Simon Stevin rule.
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Other interesting terms using the same guidelines would be,
"befolkinliJ" to replace 'population' (befolk: populate); or,
"bystand
to
replace
'assistance';
"folksforehousing'
for
'migrations' (forehousing - moving home); "shadetop" for umbrella; 'underseaboat' for submarine;
worthful' for valuable
and one can soon come up with a whole new wordbook (dictionary) for English.
As you can see these words have instant appeal to the mind, and are easy, thus economical to
spell.
As pointed out earlier, English finds its roots in Hebrew;
in fact some 5,000 Anglo-Saxon words today come directly
from Hebrew. Less than 5% of Anglo-Saxon words cannot be
traced to Hebrew!
William Tyndafe, an early reformer and
clearly a man with outstanding knowledge of Hebrew (after
all he translated the Bible from Hebrew into English) had
this to say, "The properties of the Hebrew language agree a
hundred times more with English then with the Lalin."
This
clearly shows that by Lat.,nizing English, we actually are
drifting away from the divine tongue!
Some argue that Hebrew reads from right to left and thus
suggestions of links are false.
This in itself is a weak argument and one made in ignorance of Hebrew.
The Israelites
of old changed the direction in which they wrote many a
lime.
In the Times newspaper, an edition in 1935 there appeared
an article showing a bowl with an inscription, the bowl being
an historical find.
A leading Assyriologist of the Oxford
University, Steven Langdon wrote to the Sunday Times and
said, "The inscription published should be inve~ted and read
from left to right for this was the original writing in Sinai
script."
Sir Charles Marsdon, a London Industnalist who
funded many archeological expeditions and in turn wrote
many books on the matter wrote in, "The Bible Comes
Alive" .... "The Israelites had from the time of Moses onwards
at least 3 alphabetical scripts, 1st Sinai, 2nd Hebrew, 3 Phoenician Hebrew and 4th after captivity in Babylon; Assyrian
Hebrew."
It was common place for nations to change the direction of
writing. A transition between two courses is known as Doustrophedon.
The Encyclopedia Britannica 14th edition, Vol. 3
p. 972 has this to say on Doustrophedon " ... a peculiar form
of writing common among the early Greeks, the direction of
writing was alternatively right to left and left to right in
horizontal lines ... it was a transition between the earlier
right to left writin~'A to the later left to right style."
Martin
O. Obberman in'
School History of Ireland" writes, "The
anciE1nt examrles of the Irish people writing from. rillht \0
left Instead 0 left to right ... "
George Stevens In hiS RuniC
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Monuments" tells
style of writing.

of the

old

Norse folk

who

also

had

this

The following is taken from the book "Missing Links" by E.
Raymond, Capt. M.A. A.I.A., F.S.A., Scot. A "pure language?"
As you can see by now, it certainly cannot be modern English and thank God not Esperanto or any other Latinite tongue.
But my conclusion is that, if anything, it would be a
purified English.
.
ENGLISH

Bashful, abash
Rabble
Cipher
Sake
Sore
Sorrow
Shiver
Puke
Chill
Rash
Ahah
Terrible
Mellow
Bad
Hollow
Cane
Direct
Call
Room
Shame
Mar
Char
Balsam
Bath
Camel
Gay
Gosling
Gush

HEBREW

VARIED MEANINGS

Abashed, uncomfortable, abhorred.
Rabble, rout, multitude.
To count or cipher, as in arithmetic.
Profit, for the sake of.
Distress, soreness.
Sorrow, inflicted with trouble.
Shiver, break, shiver my timbers.
To puke, put out.
Pained, chilled, made
uncomfortable.
Raash
To be angry, to rage.
Ahah
Ahah, an exclamation of surprise.
A battle shout, awful, terrible.
Teruah
Melo
Mellow, ripe, fullness, maturity.
Bad
Alone, cut offfrom others, separate,
bad in state.
Empty, hollow.
Holhul
Cana
Cane, reed, coarse grass.
Derek
Right, straight, direct.
Kol
Voice, shout, call.
Make tall, a space, enlargement.
Rum
Shamen
Amazed, astounded, shamed.
Mar
Bitter, spoiled, marred.
To burn char, as in charcoal.
Charah
To smell sweet, with a sweet odour
Basam
as balsam.
Bath
A measure for liquids.
Gamal
The cameL
Ga
Elated, proud, puffed up, gay.
Gozal
A young bird, as a gosling.
Gush, or goosh To pour out, as to gush.
Baash
Rab
Saphar
Sakan
Tsur
Tsarar
Sheber
Pook
ChH
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ENGLISH

Gala

HEBREW

VARIED MEANINGS

Gal

Dyke
Deacon
Delicate

Exultation, a gala-day, a day to
rejoice in.
Galad
To cover, as clad.
Gilaid
To be hard, to become solid, jelly.
Gargareth
Throat, gullet, to gargle the throat.
Garash
To crush. or to crash.
Garaph
To grip, seize, snatch.
To love, to dote upon.
Dot
The
ship covenant.
Brit a covenant,
and annia a ship
To press, tread, to be down.
Doon
To
dwell, as to dwell within, to
Door (doore)
endure.
Dor I!ongo)
To swing to and fro, hence the thing
that swings.
Dayik, or dayaik To dyke or mound.
Dekon
A registrar, or one who registers.
Daleketh
Weak, sick, feverish.

Dagger

Dakar

Clad
jelly
Gargle
Crash
Grip
Dote
Britannia

Down
Endure
Door

Thrash
Ebony
Hag

To stab, hence the thing that stabs
(dagger).
Darash
To beat, or thrash.
Eben, or habeny As ebony wood.
Hagah
To mutter, one who mutters, a hag.

Haze
Hin
Lad

Haza
Hin
Galad

Sud, or suds

Zud, or zood

Yell
Caddy
Come
Gnaw
Knee
Cap

Yelail
Kad
Kum
Knaw
Kanah
Kapis
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To dream, tobe in ahaze.
A m-easure.
To bear, to beget, as to bear a lad,
or child.
To boil, bubble, hence suds.

To yell, or cry out.
A chest, pail, box.
To advance, join, as come here.
To bite, sting, gnaw.
To bend, to kneel.
A tie, cross-beam, a tie-cap as in
building.

ENGLISH

HEBREW

Car

Kar

Grab
Circus

Career

Karab
Karak
Karmile
Karpas
Karar

Cotton
Succatash

Kuttoneth
Katash

Carmine

Carpet

Suck
Keel
Ruts, or rut
Cover
Sum
Urge
Reckon
Calamity
Dumb
Bar

Suk
Keli
Rutz
Kaphar, kafar
Sum
Ur
Arak
Kalam
Dahm, dohm
Barzel

VARIED MEANINGS

Lamb, ram, battering-ram, the
machine or car, or wheeled
machine for battering down a
wall or building.
To grab, grip, grasp.
Circle, surround.
Red, crimson.

Cotton-stuff.
To go around, dance, roll, turn,'
career.

Cotton, flax, linen.
To bray, grind, pound, prepare
grain by braying.
To draw out, as to suck.
A vessel, a ship, as twenty keel.
Rut, runner, run,
To cover.

Total, count, as to sum.
To push, press, stir up.
To array, set in order, count, reckon.
Agitation, calamity, excite.
Dumb, silent.
Iron, iron bar, or bar-iron, barrel
of gun.
Raven, ravage Ravah
To satiate, to raven or ravage.
In
In
In, within, inside.
Carats
Charuts
Best gold, carats, a standard for
diamond.
Shua
To shout, to say shoo, to chase.
Shoo
Keres
Cereals, beaten out grain.
Ceres
Shur
Sure
To see, examine, make sure,
be sure,
Nod
Nud
To nod, to approve.
British
Brit a covenant, Man ofthe covenant.
Holiday
Hulledeth
A holiday, or birthday.
Halleluiah
Halal
To rejoice, to praise, to shout
in song.
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ENGLISH

HEBREW

VARIED MEANINGS

Amass
Berry
Harass
No

Amas
Peri
Haras
No

To amass, or increase.

Ore

Or

Angle
Mote
Earth
Ad

Angl
Motz
Eretz
Ad

Nag
Yes
Hurrah
Soothe
Sack

Naga
Esh,oryesh
Ruah
Suth
Saq

Horizon, light, shining metal as zinc
ore orange.
Bull, as Taurus a hull, John Bull.
Chaff, dust, as cast out the mote.
Land, earth.
Till, until, up to, as in adjoin,
attain, adept.
To smite, plague, worry, nag.
Yes, to say yes.
To shout, to call out, sign of triumph.
To persuade, soothe.
A hag, or sack.

Fruit, herry, pear.
Destroy, worry, harass.
Disallow, annul, to say no.

f

Satin

Sadin

Cloth, garments, linen cloth.

Push
Anglesey
Ely
Hehride
Guernsey
Perish
Oath

Poosh
Angl
El
Heher
Gur
Parash
Oth

Din
Pen
Ramify
Put
Hum

Din
Pen
Ramas
Putz
Hum

Scatter, push, rout.
A hull, and ey an island.
God, and y or ey an island.
The Hehrew,and e or ey an island.
To sojourn, and ey an island.
Scattered, routed, lost, perished.
An oath, a sign, a testimony,
an agreement.
Strife, noise, din.
An enclosure, as sheep-pen.
To creep, or ramify.
To scatter, to put to flight, push.
To move, to make things move,
or hum.

Mal

Maal

To trespass, mal-:adrnini.ster,

Raid

Radah

malady.
To tread down, to raid, destroy.

Pass

Pasa

To step, go, go apart, pass.
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ENGLISH

HEBREW

Shut
Cave
Bat
Chore
Hug

Shut
Kaph
Baat
Chor
Vg

Bore
Bag

Boar, baar
Bag

Bad
Bedeck
Booth
Batter, or bat
Bolt

Bad
Bedeck
Bathe
Batsah
Bala

Band
Bear
Barley
Break
Broth

Banat
Baar
Bar
Barach
Baroth

VARIED MEANINGS

To go to and fro, to close
Hollow, as a cave.
Kick, strike, as, I will give you a bat,
Work, as to do the chores.
To·squeeze, press; the English
say hug t6 this day.
To bore, or dig.
Booty, as, he secured a rich bag,
or haul.
To prate, to lie, to be a liar, bad.
To repair, to ornament, bedeck.
To pass the night in a tent or booth.
To destroy or batter.
To swallow, as bolt his dinner in
a hurry.
To band, or to made a band
Brutish, stupid, coarse, as bearish.
Corn, as in barley.
To break.
Food, broth, or soup.
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_________ be good.
A
can an

RCHlTECTURE

Dutch Colonial home in South Africa, a fine example
architecture.

of Israelite

GOD'S ARCHITECTURE - VS. BABYLONIAN TOWERS
What would be God's architecture; what would be built; and
would He be pleased with what is being built today?
To
answer these askings we must look at our Christian past, the
Bible, the principles of architecture and how this fits (or
doesn't fit) with what is being built today.
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Zaan District, The
Netherlands. Refined

styling, inherent to

Israeltte culture.

Chambers 20th.C. wordbook says this of Architecture, "the
art or sCience of building (science being knowledge systemized) one of the fine arts."
The asking then arises, is today's architecture a fine art?
Today, anyone with the right schooling can become an architect.
The greater part ol their trainIng being in the collective knowleage of structural/engineering skills.
They are
by and large therefore engineers; ~nd an engineer. is. "on\:
who arranges," "one who plans with technIcal gUIdelines.
Thus art (a skill as applied to subjects of taste) prays only a
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The kind of instructions God gave
to the Israelites in
the wilderness when
making the tabernacle, can be found
as the guidelines in
Gothic architecture.
This fine example
of a divinely inspired building style
is in the southern
Netherlands
(Belgium).

small if no role in modern architecture.
Architects today are
basically highly learned but ungifted (in the arts) designers.
But those in the forgoing ages were quite the reverse.
Instead they were highly talenteo artists with a great insight
into structural design.
Just a few examples: Pieter Coeck
born in Aalst, the Netherlands (Flanders) 1502-50, an artist
who made a positive attempt to compose unified facades
using Renaissance input thus made printed books showing rich
decorations (making use of his God given gift).
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Halj-timber building; an age old Israelite design skill, this one in
Britain boasts a Netherlandish gable.
Danish artist Melchior Lorch, 1526(?) - 83(?) fared throughout Europe, visiting Antwerp, Venice, Florence and other
places, uSing what he learned to make handbooks with a number of woodcuts of architectural subjects, which in turn
played a great role in Mannerist design.
Many books were
puolished at that time using studies based on Antwerp's, Cornelis Floris de Vriendt's (1514-75) ideas and fantasies. These
were widely used in northern Europe where architecture was
"spontaneous and instinctive" (A Kings Architecture).
From
these few examples we see that art, a gift from the almighty,
play.ed a role In buildi.ng design.
By replacing artists with
engmeers we are removing God from architecture.
But what of the commonfolk,
chitectural plans to work from?

those who

built without ar-

It must be understood that designing stayed pretty much
the same for hundreds of years Without any great c'hanges;
changes that did take place were largely cosmetic, often the
doing of artists.
Only in the last 80 years have dramatic
changes taken place. So the commonfolk were no fools, they
were often far more capable than their brethren today.
Tod-
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No amount of landscaping and recreational fittings can better the
look of these over rated shacks.

but

am
a
rsal
Australia.

ay's general public are brought up on TV and in turn have
only a working knowledge of a few hand skills, usually in the
form of a hobby. Our counterparts of the past were learned
by means of handed skills in, self-reliance, clothes making
and house building. They made use of age old crafts, whicn
were tried and tested and proven sound through time. They
saw no need to branch out into unproven ideas. They stayea
snugly protected within traditional thought. Thereby, they
secured their lifestyle and saw to a wholesome heritage for
their offspring. Sound in faith, they knew what was right or
wrong ana logically, if what they had was good, it stood to
reason that ofher thoughts could be wrong. So this saw to it,
that their buildings stayed in line to an architectural pattern,
even though they may never had consulted an architect. Thus
we see that witn farm houses and similar dwellings, one can
indeed speak of master builder's skills put to use. Therefore
one can In such cases speak of a refined architecture.

?4

"Greetings from Babylon"

Fountains try invain
to better the concrete mess in the
background.

According to William George, a retired university ~ lecturer
and eminent expert on art i1istory, in his book "World Architecture," he writesj "Architecture may be described as the
art of designing ana creating beautiful durable and useful
buildings...
Structures which are built with only' stability
and strength in addition to usefulness in mind may be described as works 01 engineering.
It is only when the idea of
building beautifully in conjunction with strength and utility is
introduced that the science of building becomes the art 01
architecture."
In other words the greater number of modern
buildings, ranging from housing to civic buildings do not conform to the norms of architecture and are notning more then
works of engineering.
Thus God has been replaced with humanist ideologies 01 practical streamlining, brushing aside a
creative ghost (spirit) inherent to God's children.
Does humanism play a part in art
have pointed out, it most surely does
next subject it does also in art (with
ing a role) so too of course it does in

and architecture?
As I
in language and in the
marxist ideologies playbuilding.

Part of the one-world government Utopia, is humanist un iversalism where cultivated arts peculiar to national groups
must be smoothed out into one level, a universal meltin\l pot.
William George has this to say on modern architecture, Modern architectural styles generally know no national boun-
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Graceful, harmonious buildings in Dutch Curacao, off the South
American coast.

daries; thus it is possible to find fine examples of modern
architecture throughout the world, even in the Third World.
In fact, twentieth century architecture has often stifled traditional styles with a blanket of modernity."
Well, how clear
do you want it?
The Lord has given me the chance to fare the world, so
far I have been fo 18 different lands, ranging from Australia
to England, Egypt to Thailand, Panama to Switzerland, all
which nave varied and rich cultures, but each culture grinds
to a halt with its new buildings. With my own eyes I have
noted that whether you are in Curacao, Britain, Italy or here
downunder, modern design conforms to the "humanist utopia's" universal pulp.
You may be so brainwashed to think
there is some beauty in this universal pulp.
Though in the
next subject I will show that the terms 'art' and 'artistic
beauty,' nave been subjected to double talk and thereby concluding that art is not a matter so much of taste, but rather
a state of indoctrined marxist philosophy.
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But all along I have been speaking on behalf of God, that
is to say, I am suggesting that the Lord would be more pleased in the architecture 01 the past, if not being directly instrumental in it.
Let us therefore turn to his word as set
out in the Bible.
I believe He combines great beauty with
superior skill.
Does that no sound like the architects of the
past?
Alte~ all we were made in the Lord's image and thus
we should live up to that, and not slacken so as to sink Into
a humanist melting pot.
.
In Exodus 25 we read that God speaks to Moses asking 01
him to instruct the Israelites (our forefathers) to bring an
offering.
In the next chapter great care is taken to details
with regards to the ark, which is to be carefully crafted of
shittim wood and overlaid with gold and "upon it a crown of
gold around about."
From this we can read artistic ability,
not j'ust technical know how, was demanded.
In the same
chap er verses 17 onwards, they are instructed to make the
mercy seat with .on either side skillfully, beaten .from gold,
sculptures; cherublms With outstretched wings: A finely made
table is also instructed to be overlaid with gold and. fancy
crown work.
In verse 31 onwards a golden candlestick with
bowls made like almonds with a knob and a bloom on each
branch of the candlestick and all to be one beaten work of
pure gold.
In chapter 26 God instructs how to make the tabernacle
"with ten curtains of fine twined linen, and blue and purple,

The spectacular 'Bourse', Denmark.

and scarlet; with ch"rublm of cunning (clever artistic) work
shalt thou make them .... And thou shalt make loops of blue
upon the edge of the one curtain from the selvedge in the
coupling; and likewise shalt thou make in the uttermost edge
of another curtain
in the coupling of the second."
Tne
whole of chapter 26 with its 37 verses deals with how the
tabernacle must be made.
In ch. 27 God tells how the altar
must be made with its court of fine pillars, "filleted with
silver," and hangings of "fine twined linen."
In ch. 28 the
garments for the priests are told to be made in fine artistic
detail and from vs 15 God instructs on the breast plate.
In
vs 39 it tells how a coat of fine linen was to be embroidered.
In vs 40 we read that for Aaron's sons, they (the Israelites) were told to make coats, girdles and bonnets.
Why
all the refined beauty? As verse 40 states "for glory and for
beauty. "
So, God made the world to be of great beauty for us, in
return what we create must be of great beauty for God, i.e.,
for his glory.
Were not the building of Gothic architecture
built for the glory of God?
The best talents in the land
were used to build the finest man could make for the glory
of the Almighty.
Seeing that Gothic architecture was born
through the gothic (Germanic or Nordic) nations (and they in
turn are Israelites), it is not far fetched to speculate that
such refined structures were pleasing to our Lord.
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Even the more modest structures, as pointed out early,
showed skills that honoured the Lord, after all many Christians were aware the Kingdom of Heaven was to' be here on
earth, and second rate dwellings and towns would not be
fitting in the Kingdom.
With a change in Christian thinking,

Danite splendour, 'Frederiksborg', Denmark.

Frederiksborg
Cross-section through courtyard of
main building.

North eleviltinn of main building.
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such as a far off heavenly kingdom in the clouds, Christians
see no need to beautify the world.
So together with the
anti-Christians they build structures that are only practical,
to see them through their lives on earth.
What Christians
have in fact done IS adapted a heathen mentality of 'I plan
for today and let tomorrow take care of itself.'
This gives the anti-Christ babylonian planners free reign,
putting up structures without artistic skill, only with engineer insight for the purpose of fitting in with a solely economic base society with their god, the 'almighty dollar.'
So
buildings are dollar conscious in contrary to God's wishes.
The modern towering and sprawling concrete and steel buildings, just as the Tower of Babel show all the hallmarks of
man's search for man's perfection without resorting to the,
as they see it "superstition" of a God concept, ani:! thereby
th~y rejec~ ~he greatest divine gift given to the Nordic race,
artist creativity.
I dare say that just as the Tower of Babel today's. one
world utopian structures, such as the World Trade Centre,
U.N. headquarters and even the new Parliament House in Canberra will have no future in God's kingdom yet to be firmly
founded on earth.
The architecture that is being taught to pupils training for
a career in the field of building design, is nothing more than
Marxist ideals on the subject.
Many of the "bibles" of architecture stem from the '1920's coinciding with the "New
Ideals."
Architects are being taught about old styles but are
conditioned to believe that tiuifding styles undergo a form of
evolution whereby what is new, is always an improvement on
the foregoing styles.
The old designs are seen as attractive
to one's personal taste, but is not deemed practical for the
development of the world.
To them progress means change
(not necessarily enrichment or refinement).
Modern architecture means new thoughts.
But which new thoughts?
These
are as such: "The general trend of the world is towards the
left, - the democratization of the world, a movement playing
part in architecture.
The humanising of society of whicn
architecture plays a part."
This new idea (indoctrination) is nothing more than double
talk, the world is forced to become left and if all the world
was to be totally left, it cannot be democratic as we then
have a one party marxist world.
This new philosophy is clearly the doctrines of humanism, that of the anti-Christ, and
therefore so too are all the buildings designed accordingly,
those that have intentionally cast off all that has gone tiefore.
Pray that the Lord comes soon.
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~IGOD

FROM ART TO PHILOSOPHY
What is art?
The simple word 'art' has had its meaning
clouded. Today, no one dares to outline it", instead they wiSh
to say, it is simply' a matter of taste.
!:>ut what is taste?
Taste is truly an Illusive guideline to go by, after all who
can deny that taste changes to the changes brought on by
those controlling fashion fads.
Only a few can resist the
over powering influences by our controlled mateshipry (society). and even those few often find a comfortable fad to cleave to sometimes making it a way of life.
If you say that
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The Sitter, 1988

you are unaffected then think again, how many of you would
wear flared trousers? Of course most would say "not me" as
we all agree that they look daft, right?
But in the, late 60's
and early 70's they were thought to be the "ants pants" and
straight trousers to be daft!
What I have shown .s that our
taste is controlled on a worldwide scale.
Taste should therefore be guided by righteous standards
and not by fads. Taste is an Instrument like so many things,
in the wrong hands the outcome is chaos.
Surely, if the
world controllers are evil, should we let them snape our
taste?
As shown in forgoing chapters and in my booklet,
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De Ryp, 1987.
The Forbidden Truth;
all that is good is being swapped for
"imitation - good" i.e. bad.
The Bible clearly tells us of the dangers of such practices,
replacing truth for a lie and calling the lie a truth.
If taste can be controlled then truth, beauty, righteousness,
light and quality become only a matter of taste.
When this
low, degenerate state has been reached the controllers have
no opposition. Even life, once thought a blessing, is called a
curse ... Think about it, we in the West are told we have too
many offspring and thus must have less babies. When we do
have one , we slay it, this is called abortion.
Yes, sex is
encourageS, loose sex; the looser the better; increasing the
risk of S.T.D.'s (sexually transmitted diseases) in which (leadIy diseases will inherently be passed onto our unwanted offspring seeing to a drop in our numbers.
But why complain.
surely this ugly scene IS only ugly because it is a matter of
taste?
So I hope you can see that art is not a matter of taste
because such a guideline simply will not do.
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So what is art?
This is what the Chamber's 20th Century
(wordbook) dictionary has to say "practical skill guided by
rules (note; not by taste, ed): human skill as opposed to nature: skill as applied to subjects of taste, ... "
Taste here meaning "the faculty by which the mind perceives the beautiful."
So even the officials seem confused, in one instance
they say rules are guidelines but then confuse the meaning
witn taste.
But as we've just seen, taste is not a guideline
so therefore our only safe guidelines should be "rures" and
skills.
It

If

As shown in the heading of architecture God demands the
highest of our input into wllat we make. t 0 do this we have
to develop skills. Once these skills have been founded, these
are then written down as material for learning for furture
generations.
These written skills are thus guidelines, rules.
There are other rules of course not based on human skills
but rather based on Bible law.
So that what we make with
our divinely given skills, ought not go against the wishes of
God our father. This then snould be what dictates our taste.

Based on a painting by Canaletto, the Venician (Phoenician)
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But then there is a third factor, the "theories of men"
(Tit. 1:14), these are rules which fit the taste of the Talmudic humanists.
This latter set of rules is contrary to
God's,- 'anti' if you like,- thus anti-Christ.
This means that
any works of 'art' using humanist principles are anti-Christ!
The Bible warns against set standards being tampered with;
the dangers of tampering with standards, be they weights and
measures, or that of craftsmanship or quality, this sliould be
clear to any identity believer.
The point is, that if an artist uses humanist rules, the painting (or sculpture) is a seeable (visual) likeness of the humanist Ideologies.
This then plays an Important molding role
in the mind- of the beholder.
Even die-hard Christians who
The Milk Maid,
(detaif) 1987.
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canvaS wastes room on a
ciples of "Jewish fables".
see these works are automatically effected by humanism, without ever having to read any humanist literature!
Seeing
that humanism is simply a communist 'religion'.
The works
based on humanist principles are therefore numanist idolS i.e.
pagan idols.
Surely any true blooded Christian should know
what to do with pagan idols? Yes, FORDO (destroy) THEM?
This means that all the Degas,' Renoirs, Matisses, Modiglianis, Picassos, Cezannes Van Goughs (and others 01 their ilkl
are to be lordone!
T he 20th century One Worlders would
call me a barbarian, just as the Romans labelled the Goths.
But as I am one of Gothic offspring (an Israelite in other
words) I am one of "Great God's Troops" (the meaning of
Goths).
If the humanist world is called a culture, than that
culture must be crushed.
But if that sounds harsh, then remember, they crushed our culture; the divinely inspired Christian culture of the foregoing centuries.
Everything that stood for God's culture on Earth is systematically being fordone.
Besides God's word being 'denominated' into all different church groups, (making Christian
ideals nothing more than a matter of taste) our architecture,
painting and sculpturing skills (as seen before the 20th century) have been replaced.
If replacement was too slow, then
the humanist inspired wars (WWI & WWII) sped up the proc-
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ess doing a great job of fordoing United Christendom (as the
West was formerly known),
This saw to the razing, to the
ground, of our divinely, inspired, artistically designed buildIngs which filled many now lost cities,
These cities were
then replaced with the humanist utopian towns such as the
redesigned Rotterdam and Berlin,
Not to mention the amount
of potential anti-humanist Israelites (the Anglo Saxons) who
were slayed in these spates of humanist frenzy.
With resistance to humanist principles broken, our Israelite
minds were made desperate and ready to accept a new teaching.
With Christianity made unpopular, the humanists new
'religion' would be readily taken in.
The Gift, 1984.
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Still Life, 1987.

We are now taught that all men are equal and told of the
'brotherhood of man'.
Though the brotherhood between our
own race is taught as racist and dangerous. Despite the fact
that all races are made in their own kind and that they in
turn have not evolved from one source.
We are lied to.
It
is well proven that each race is different, so different that
they can never be called brothers fellow beings on earth
yes, but so too are cats, dogs, fis h and trees, -but none of
these we call brothers.
(Mini:! you, humanist calling all beasts brothers is not improbable for they are nature worshippers as evident by the amount of 'greenles' whose 'god" is of
the female sex god, 'Mother Nature'),
Maybe by now you can see the 'Brotherhood of Man' doctrine for wnat it is.
If we are all even (equal) than our standard must be even world-wide for the Brotherhood of Man
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theory to have any success.
Seeing thus that the standard
of the non-Adamic races cannot be fitted to ours; ours must
then be dropped to meet theirs.
We then see a worldwide
imitation religion with pagan nature worship as it's core;
called humanism or Judeo Christianity.
So Adamic, culturally
rich building sense is being universalized and Adamic art is
being 'primitivised'.
.' .
But as with all take avers, a sudden. change leads to direct
conflict with Christians, so a slow change had to take place,
(the principles of Fabianism).
Thus our Christian (classical)
art of the 15th, 16, 17th and 18th centuries underwent a
slow change. The transition stage we know as impressionism.
Although many may argue impressionism has artistic merit,
it must be understood tflat the merit was only a means to
soften the blow of change.
It is indeed so that there is
some attractive impressionist works, but even with such
works the strict standards of the foregoing ages have been
tampered with.
This means the standard has been adulterated.
Remember what God says on tampering, even the
slightest tampering is against God.
A sin is a sin, even if it
is a 'small one.'
Let me put it to you another way.
We all
know a petrol driven car needs pure petrol to run normally.
But if you say slight adulteration is OK, then put a few spoons of sugar in your petrol, go on, put your money where
your moutn IS.
I am not telfing you to' put 10 pounds of
sugar in your car's tank, only a few spoons full, only a small
sin.
But don't come to me when your engine goes up the
creek I
A slight adulteration is dangerous with any standard because eventually the adulteration becomes acceptable.
This
[!aves the way for further adulteration, and so it goes on.
This has happened in art.
So from Impressionism we are led
to Expressionism the lowest form of degenerate 'art'.
All Identity believers know that our world is not run by
men of Israelite stock, but by an adulterate stock largely of
Cananite strand. The Saturday Evening Post of April 27 1907
ran an article which Cluoted references made right back in
The Egyptians at that time of AiJamic stock
ancient. E9yPtt.
complained hus,
"The large number of black women found in the harems of
the rich, and even in the huts of the common people, quickly
impaired the purity of the race, even among the upper classes of the nation, and the type began to resemble that of
the negro tribes of Equatorial Africa; the language fared no
better In the face of this invasion, and the written character
soon became as corrupt as the language.
The taste for art
decayed; technical ability began to deteriorate.
The moral
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and intellectual standards declined and the mass of the peopie showed signs of relapsing into barbarism."
Although
written so long ago, it is as fitting today to sum up the 20th

C.

If you still think there is merit to impressionism or expressionism (the modern art forms) tnan let's have a look at
some of the bigshots of modern art.
Impressionism was developed in Paris in the 1870's. Degas
for Instance had eyesight problems!
His sight became so
poor that he later concentrated on pastels.
The worse his
eyes became, the rougher his works became, till all that was
left, was the heaviest outlines and patches of colour.
Van Gough was not only insane but also had an eye disorder, one of the symptoms was his hardship in seeing the
red orientated hues.
This led to his bright colour use,
otherwise he would simply not have seen the subtler tones.
What these artists are acclaimed· for, is none other than afflictions, not a great artistic insight!
Would you let a surgeon with a twitching affliction in his operating hand, wield
a scalpel near your vital organs?
If this twitching doctor by
accident cuts your insides up causing your deatn...
Would
your family call him a gifted doctor? I think no!.
These shoddy artists were hailed because they brought
down the level of art to that of the primitive non-academic
art, and thus were ideally suited to the needs of the Talmudic Humanists. The new breed of artists even made a conscious effort to copy African heathen art.
Picasso was well
known for doing thiS. As well, he made great use of communist symbols thus adding to the humanist's delight.
Pablo
Picasso, 1881-1973, together with George Boraque formed the
anti-Christ Cubism movement.
But see what Picasso wrote
before his death.
"M.ost people can today no longer expect to receive consolation from art.
The refined, the rich, the distillers of
qumt!3ssence (art critics) desire only the peculiar, the eccentnc, the scandalous In today's art.
And I myself, since
the advent o.f ~ubism,have fed these fellows what they wanted, and satisfied these critics with all the ridiculous ideas
they have passed through my head.
"The less they understood them, the more they admired me.
Through amusing myself with all these absurd farces, I became celebrated.
But when I am alone I do not have the
effrontery to consider myself an artist' at all, not in the
grand old meaning of the word.
Giotto, Titian, Rembrandt
and Goya, they were great painters.
I am only a public
clown.
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"I have understood my time and have exploited the imbecility, the vanity, the greed of my contemporaries.
It is a
bitter confession of mine - more painful than it may seem.
But at least and at last it does have the merit of bemg honest.
If

Pablo Picasso
November 1951
Is a painting or sculpture a "graven' image" the thing God
tells us not to make?
I will try to outline what a forbidden
graven image (likeness) is.
I will start with an ancient Egyptian Hymn of Praise. "He (God) is not graven in marble; 11e
IS not beheld; His abode is not known; there is no building
that can hold Him; unknown is his name in heaven; He does
not manifest His form; vain are all representations."
This hymn gives interesting pointers; from this we see that
no man-made likeness can represent God.
Thus if we do
make anything to represent Him we are then insulting our
God of Israel, blas,Phemy thus.
Therefore we should not try
to carve or paint God.
So a Ilainting is not a graven image
providing it IS not trying to make a fikeness of God.
If tne
painting does try to snow God, then the painting automatically shows a lesser God, in turn a false God, and therefore
we have committed idolatry by beholding the painting.
Even
worse, the God such likeness is meant to show is soon forgotten, and only the likeness is beheld, if not worshipped for
what it is.
Thus in many cases has led to the worshipping
of the likeness, a practice common in many pagan places or
worship such as in the Catholic churches.
As long as 'an image, of whatever anyone wishes is made
within gUidelines of God's laws it will be a pleasure to our
father.
It is the Ilainting of corruptible things and likeness'
of God, that are forbidden.
Remember how God ordered the Israelites to beat out of
gold, cherubims, and soforth.
God loves beauty and thus in
furn loves to see his chosen folk make things that are sheensum (beautiful).
The line is drawn between likeness' made,
as a series of symbols to tell a story- or a thing that is
worshipped instead of God. Sometimes drawings are made to
symbolize a tale that includes God, a message, in other
words. Images were used thus because the artist had no choice, simply because not all folk could read and the images
acted as a means of writing.
It must be understood that
alphabetical letters find their roots in illustrations, so technically even letters can be graven images.
What I am trying
to show here is that, it is not a graven image itself that is
forbidden but the intent behind it combined with what is
graven.
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So what a wonderful time awaits the world; God's laws
giving us the true righteousness, no more illness or strife
and a 'Renaissance,' a re-birth for our spoken and written
tongue, the arts and architecture.
Praise the Lord for these
promises and we bid the time is near.
May the God of our forefathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
further our work and understanding for the yet to come.
So
that His Will will be done on Eartfi.
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SUMMARY
The highest state of art, architecture and language, had been reached centuries ago. The Renaissance, although often seen as a peek
in art -need not to be seen as such. It is true that this 'rebirth'
brought on the changes that led to modern history', Often this time
is seen by modern historians as an age of enlightenment. They
claim the Middle-ages to be the Dark-ages, but this is largely because Christian thought stayed unchallenged by the 'theories of
men', one such set oj theories being the false doctrines of Humanism.
The largest 'achievement' of the Renaissance in the eyes of those
in learned circles, was the rebirth of the eastern, philosophical
doctrines of Humanism.
.
Many pagan gods appeared in the arts and the trendy, well to do
saw the Latin and Greek tongues as part of this new jound wisdom.
This false practice has since undergone many rebirths. One of the
more recent being in Victorian England seeing to a boom in the
making of buildings to Roman and Greek examples, the Neo- Classical age. Cupid, Jupiter, Venus and a heap of other pagan gods and
themes became the rage, embraced by Britain's well healed. Many
went to popular do's where it was customary to dress up in togas
anc/Grecian style robes and, although they were English, they would
speak in Latin or Greek; jorcing more words from the paganised
Greek and the vulgar Latin into God's Englisli. That is how and
why new findings of the time ended up with Greek or Latin names
such as; lele phone'-'{far sound], or photo graph'-[light drawing],
They believed this tampering with English was clever, the Bibl,if has
this to say, "professing to be wise they became fools"
I dare say the British Ricke fell because of the idol worshipping
that swept Britain's ruling class.
It is true that the Latin and Germanic tongues share the same root
stock but one group has strayed more from this common root than
the other. Let me shew you how this works with a tale well known
to Identity Christians ...
[saac(the common root) had two sons called Esau and Jacob from
which came two different groups of folk(language blocks), but one
group of folk stayed near to being pure in its kind, that of Jacob.
The other of Esau integrated and in time shewed little or no likeness to their original root, [saac.
The Germanic group of tongues, just as those who speak such~ the
Anglo Saxon Israeiltes, has undergone relatively little chang~. The
Latin group, just as the offspring of Esau (it is interesting to 'note
at this pOint that many of those in the Latin world have a large
proportion of the Edomite strain in them) ... has undergone many
word and spelling shifts, seein/! to a sharp turn from its roots. ThIS
took place at a very early tIme in Roman and Greek histor.y. In
both rickes, a cosmopolitan lifestyle was welcomed. As Rome be-

came more

cosmopolitan' a popular saying d'eveloped,"these days it

is hard to find a thoroughbred Roman" ... sounds familiar?

This cosmopolitan zest was strong also for the Edomite- Jews, even
today. The Jewish year book echoes this and in misguided belief
claims that Jewish Integration gave Jewry greater chances of survival. This 'cosmopolitan ideal' means of course the meltinglot,- a
total racial, cultural, religious [and thus art and language intermixing; total adulteration.
It ought to be clear that such aims mean nothing more than total
eenocide to otherwise unique creeds and cultures. It was this total
wte/fration that was the root cause of Rome's fall. The Israelites
survIved BECAUSE THEY WERE KEPT APART (apartheid- apart
hood) during their great trek from Assyria to Europe where they
became known as the Goths, Germanics, Anglos, Friesians, Jutes,
Saxons and so forth. All along cleaving to their ancient Hebrew
culture,(art, architectural skills and tongue) which had thus u.ndergone little change. This being due to the homogeneous lifestyle of
these true Israelites. Gothic as early as 500AD can for 60 to 80%
be unravelled by one with a working knowledge of at least two
Germanic dialects, say English and Dutch. Ever since the Roman
ricke tried to submit the Celto Saxon Israelites, Rome and those
that came after understood that total submission could never be
gained without changing Israelite culture; whether it be of a racial,
religious or language nature. The successive Humanist world mights
and individuals (part of Mystery Babylon) have been waging. this
war even to this day; they call it, cultural enrichment!
The Bible tells us it will take seven years to burn her weapons of
war; the banking and propaganda system. So we will not only be
burning all her banking and. bureaucratic records, but also her paintings, books, magazines and all other matter written in her BabyIonian tongue.

Beau Peel)

To be added (addendum)
The Bible number 666 (that of the "beast") is linked to
a range of orders tied in with the" Beast", such as USSR
- Ccep totals 666, finance, common market and or forth.
But the following is also note worthy. As I pointed out
that Latin has less ties with Hebrew than Germanic; Anti
Christian bodies have always tried to Latinize the
Germanic to tongues if not replace the Germanic Block
outright by forCing Christianity to be taught in Latin.
Latin is one of the tools of the anti Christ world orders;
John wrote the book of Revelation in the Greek
tongue, therefore the number would be the Greek form
of fhe name "Latin". The Latin race and language were
named after Latinos, the Greek form of which was
LATEINOS, whose letters in Greek, also representing the
numbers 30, 1, 300, 5, 10, 50, 70, and 200 total 666. The
Babylonian religious system found expression in the Latin
controlled and Latin-worded services of Papal Rome,
which became dominated by Babylonian political and
economic systems.
The whole system, aspiring to dictatorship, is marked
and stamped with the significance of the mark 666. The
words BALLAAM in HeOrew, LATEINOS in Greek, and
SATAN, in Chaldee all add up to that same number,
which is the sum of one of the titles (VICARIUS FILII
DEI) of the Popes, and also stamped Napoleon, Mussolini
and others as part of the beast system, the deification of
man and the worship of the state. Rev. 17:18 "The woman
(Babylon) which thou sawest is that great city which
reigneth over the kings of the earth", and in John's time
the city was Rome. The "Woman" rides upon a "beast",
the same beast as in Rev. 13:18 (number IS 666). In A.D.
663 Pope Vitallian decreed Latin to be the language of
worship. Jesus was born in 4 B.C - 666 years - A.D 663.

